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My brother has been in and out ofjail for years since he started hanging out with

the wrong crowd. His incarceration has had a profound effect on our family. Soon after his first

arrest, stress caused my mother to lose strength in her knees. She was left unable to stand and

walk for long periods of time, which made it impossible to work. When I left for college, my

mother was developing blood clots in her legs. I was at home for spring break during my fîrst

year of college when a blood clot in my mother's leg traveled to her heart and killed her.

My father's health also worsened during this time. He had to take long walks to visit

in jail, and this caused his right foot to swell. One day at his job at a nursing home in

a mental health patient brutally attacked my father. He could not get away fast

enough because of his injured foot. My dad died just days after his attack.

My brother's incarceration contributed to the untimely death of my parents. These

experiences inspired me to understand more about complex issues of race and injustice. I found a

haven in the Africana Studies department at my college, specifically a course called Racism 101,

which focused on mass incarceration. I learned that the issues my family faced are not unique to

my family. Thousands of black American families deal with the pain of having an incarcerated

loved one, mostly for nonviolent crimes. From this academic pursuit and my brother's personal

experience, I developed a lens of consciousness that allowed me to see the manifestations of

racism in our legal system.

This lens made clear that systematic change was needed. I became involved in activism

and began studying the law. I joined the



Association, an activist group that addresses police brutality and the cradle-to-prison

phenomenon. After a police officer shot and killed l2-year-old Tamir Rice in my hometown, we

protested in the streets to convey the message that Black Lives Matter. We also began assisting

youth in the greater and area by allowing them to express themselves in slam poetry

workshops. Helping organizethese workshops, I realized that an experience like this could have

been life changing for my brother. If 'had discovered artistic means to express himsell

maybe he would have stayed out ofjail.

As a dedicated, hard-working, resilient public servant and racial justice advocate, I need

to go to law school to take my activism to the professional level. With America on the verge of

becoming a majority-minority society, the work of racial justice advocates like me will become

both more difficult and more vital to our nation. In the last presidential election, it became very

clear that there is racial tension between ethnic minorities and the white majority. CNN

commentator Van Jones described the election of Donald Trump as an example of white

backlash or "whitelash." His view is that white Americans voted Donald Trump into office to

express their dissatisfaction with having a black president and the racial progress associated with

this achievement.l The "whitelash" phenomenon is not unique to the last presidential election.

John Blake, a joumalist for CNN, argues that racial progress is always followed by "whitelash,"

and Jim Crow and the election of Ronald Reagan are two examples of "whitelash," in response

to the Reconstruction Era and the Civil Rights Movement, respectively.2

One could argue that "whitelash" stems from white American fear of losing their social,

political, and economic dominance. Michael Norton and Samuel Sommers surveyed over 200

t John Blake, "This Is What'Whitelash' Looks like," CNN, November 1g,2016,
http://www.cnn.com/2}16/l l/l l/us/obama{rump-white-backlash/index.html.
t tbid.



white Americans, asking them about the extent to which they perceived blacks and whites to be

targets of discrimination in recent decades.3 The white respondents perceived anti-black

discrimination as declining in recent years, and anti-white discrimination as increasing in recent

yeats.o Norton and Sommers concluded that white Americans view racism as a zero-sum game-

a game that they are currently losing, with racial progress for minorities leading to inequality for

whites.5

In 2050, people of color will accountfor 5lo/o of the U.S. population.6 I fear that

"whitelash" will only get worse as our country's demographics shift. Consequently, racial justice

advocates will face new issues as they fight racism against people of color in a "majority -
minority" society. That being said, these advocates can overcome some of these issues by

focusing on socioeconomic issues. As a racial justice advocate, I will use my law degree as a

stepping-stone to continue to fight for racialjustice.

Race & Socioeconomic Status

In the U.S., being poor and being a person of color are almost interchangeable. According

to the U.S. Census Bureau, in2014, the median household income for African Americans was

$35,398, almost half of the median household income for white Americans, $60,256.7 The data

indicates that the disparity in household income is the greatest between African Americans and

white Americans.

3 M. I. No.ton and S. R. Sommers, "'Whites See Racism as a Zero-Sum Game That They Are Now Losing,"
Perspectives on Psychological Science 6, no. 3 (May 1, 20ll): 215-18, doi:10.1 17711745691611406922.

4lbid.

t lbid.,216-217.
6 Jeffrey Passel and D'Vera Cohn, "U.S. Population Projections; 2005-2050,- Pew Research Center's Hispanic
Trends Project, February 1 1, 2008, http://www.pewhispanic.org 12003/0211l /us-population-projections-2005-20501
7 Carmen DeNavas-Vy'alt, Bernadette Proctor, and U.S. Census Bureau, "Income and Poverty in the United States:
2014 - U.S. Census Bureau," U.S. Government Printing Ofice,no. September 2015 (2015): I l.



Even though people of color will make up 5l% of the U.S. population, I suspect that the

economic disparities between races will only get worse. That being said, racial advocates can

strategically leave out discussions of race when addressing socioeconomic issues in order to

achieve their ultimate goal of pursuing racial equality. Since being a person of color and being

poor almost always go hand in hand, racial justice advocates will be helping people of color

while it appears that their efforts are colorblind. In other words, putting an end to poverty could

be a start to putting an end to racial injustice.

My Contribution

In 2050, I will be one of the racial justice advocates fighting the good fight. I plan to

improve the criminal justice system by promoting diversity in the legal profession. I will launch

the Law Fellows Program for first generation pre-law school students from low-income

backgrounds. I will model this fellowship program after the l

Fellows Program, which I participated in last year. Similar to the program, I will

select 20-30 accomplished college graduates to participate. But in contrast to the program,

I will select Fellows from across the country, not predominantly from Law

Fellows will have full-time paid positions at law firms that specialize in criminal law, take a

year-long LSAT preparatory course, and attend monthly workshops that will walk them through

the law school application process.

One of my main goals for the Law Fellows Program is to serve as a role model to

my fellows. By 2050, I hope to have met two of my professional goals: make partner at a law

firm and serve as a judge. With over 30 years of legal experience under my belt, I hope to

demonstrate to my fellows that they too can overcome poverty and racism. My ultimate goal is to



serve as a Congresswoman. With this position, I can open doors not only for my Fellows but also

for low-income households generally.

Most of my fellows will be African and Latino Americans who are the most affected by

poverty. That being said, I will not exclude white students from my program. In fact, I will

accept white Fellows who meet my low-income background and first generation lawyer

requirement, have overcome adversity, and have taken at least one college-level course on race

relations. In my experience, white people who fit these characteristics tend to be advocates for

racial equality. These are the types of white allies that racial justice advocates will need in 2050,

and I will do mypart by investing in them.

Conclusion

In 2050, the fight for racial justice will be harder, but not impossible. Racial justice

advocates will be forced to face new challenges as "whitelash" will only get worse, and diversity

initiatives to even the playing field for people of color will be under attack. As a dedicated, hard-

working, resilient public servant, I accept these challenges, and my first move is to pursue alegal

education. With a law degree from University School of Law, I am confident that I will

be in a position to improve the criminal justice system.


